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We report the first three-particle coincidence measurement in pseudorapidity () between a high
transverse momentum (p?) trigger particle and two lower p? associated particles within azimuth jj<
0:7 in
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
sNN
p ¼ 200 GeV dþ Au and Auþ Au collisions. Charge ordering properties are exploited to
separate the jetlike component and the ridge (long range  correlation). The results indicate that the
correlation of ridge particles are uniform not only with respect to the trigger particle but also between
themselves event by event in our measured . In addition, the production of the ridge appears to be
uncorrelated to the presence of the narrow jetlike component.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.105.022301 PACS numbers: 25.75.Bh, 25.75.Nq
Di-hadron coincidence measurements provide a power-
ful tool to study the properties of the medium created in
ultrarelativistic heavy-ion collisions. The observation of
the long range pseudorapidity correlation in central Auþ
Au collisions [1], called the ridge [2], where hadrons are
correlated with a high transverse momentum (p?) trigger
particle in azimuth ( 0) but extended to large relative
pseudorapidity (), has generated great interest. Various
theoretical models are proposed to explain this phenome-
non, including (i) longitudinal flow push [3], (ii) broad-
ening of quenched jets in turbulent color fields [4],
(iii) recombination between thermal and shower partons
[5], (iv) elastic collisions between hard and medium par-
tons (momentum kick) [6], and (v) particle excess due to
QCD bremsstrahlung or color flux tube fluctuations fo-
cused by transverse radial flow [7–11]. Models (i)–(iv)
attribute the ridge to jet-medium interactions: particles
from jet fragmentation in vacuum result in a peak at 
0 and those affected by the medium are diffused broadly in
 forming the ridge. Model (v) attributes the ridge to the
medium itself, and its correlation with high-p? particles is
due to the transverse radial flow.
Despite very different physics mechanisms, all models
[3–11] give qualitatively similar distributions of correlated
hadrons with a high-p? trigger particle. Some of these
model ambiguities can be lifted by three-particle coinci-
dence measurements. We analyze the hadron pair densities
from three-particle coincidence measurements in (1,
2), the pseudorapidity differences between two associ-
ated particles and a trigger particle. We exploit charge
combinations in an attempt to separate the jetlike and ridge
components and study their distributions, without assum-
ing the shape of the ridge. Jet fragmentation in vacuum
should give a peak at ð1;2Þ  ð0; 0Þ, while particles
from the ridge would produce structures that depend on its
physics mechanism. Correlation between particles from jet
fragmentation and the ridge would generate horizontal or
vertical stripes (1  0 or 2  0) in the three-particle
coincidence measurement.
Results are reported for minimum bias dþ Au, periph-
eral 40%–80% and central 0%–12% Auþ Au collisions atffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
sNN
p ¼ 200 GeV from the STAR experiment [12]. The
40%–80% data are from the minimum bias sample, and the
0%–12% data are triggered by the zero degree calorimeters
(ZDC) in combination with the central trigger barrel
(CTB). This analysis uses 6:5 106 dþ Au events taken
in 2003, and 6:0 106 peripheral and 1:9 107 central
Auþ Au events taken in 2004. The data are analyzed in
finer centrality bins for Auþ Au collisions [13] and are
combined for better statistics.
The reconstructed event vertex is restricted within
jzvtxj< 30 cm along the beam line from the center of the
STAR time projection chamber (TPC) [14], which sits in a
uniform 0.5 T magnetic field with full azimuthal coverage.
The data were taken with both magnetic field polarities.
The trigger and associated particles are restricted to jj<
1ðjj< 2Þ and their p? ranges are 3< pðtÞ? < 10 GeV=c
and 1< pðaÞ? < 3 GeV=c, respectively. The correlated
single and pair densities with trigger particle are corrected
for the centrality-, p?-, -dependent reconstruction effi-
ciency for associated particles and the -dependent effi-
ciency for trigger particles, and are normalized per
corrected trigger particle.
Because of the high TPC occupancy of Auþ Au events,
track pairs close in  and  can be merged and recon-
structed as single tracks. This results in deficits in pair
density at  0 and at small, but nonzero,  whose
value depends on p?, charge combination and magnetic
field polarity. To reduce this effect, we apply cuts to
exclude close track pairs in real and mixed events.
Losses due to those cuts are compensated for by the
acceptance correction obtained from mixed events. To
ensure the mixed events have similar characteristics as
the real events, we mix events from the same centrality
bin without requiring a trigger particle and with the same
magnetic field polarity and nearly identical zvtx position,
referred to hereon as inclusive events.
Figure 1(a) shows the hadron  distributions relative
to the trigger particle in 0%–12%Auþ Au collisions. Also
shown is the background BðÞ ¼ aFðÞR
2
2 Bincð;Þd where Binc is constructed by mix-
ing a trigger particle with associated particles from a differ-
ent and inclusive event. The flow contribution
FðÞ ¼ 1þ 2vðtÞ2 vðaÞ2 cosð2Þ þ 2vðtÞ4 vðaÞ4 cosð4Þ
(1)
is added to mixed events using the measured,  indepen-
dent, v2 [15] and a parameterization of v4 ¼ 1:15v22 [13].
A normalization factor, a, is applied to match the distribu-
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tion in 0:8< jj< 1:2, assuming zero yield at jj  1
radian (ZYA1) [1].
The nearside (jj< 0:7) correlated hadron yield in
 is Y^ðÞ ¼ YðÞ  BðÞ, where YðÞ and
BðÞ ¼ aR0:70:7 Bincð;ÞFðÞd are the signal
and background distributions, respectively. Figure 1(b)
shows the Y^ðÞ distribution, after two-particle  ac-
ceptance correction, for the like- and unlike-sign trigger-
correlated particle pairs. Jetlike peaks at  0 are ob-
served, atop a broad, charge-independent pedestal (the
ridge). A Gaussian fit to the peak yields 0:49 0:03 for
the like-sign and 0:41 0:01 for the unlike-sign pairs in
.
All triplets of one trigger particle and two associated
particles from the same event within j1;2j< 0:7 are
analyzed. Combinatorial background B1 (or B2) arises
where only one (or neither) of the two associated particles
is correlated with the trigger particle besides flow correla-
tion [16]. The former cannot be readily obtained from the
product of the event averaged Y^ðÞ and BðÞ, because
of the varying  acceptance from event to event. Instead,
we construct B1 by mixing trigger-associated pairs from
the real event with a particle from a different and inclusive
event, namely,
B1¼½aYð1ÞBincð2ÞhFðt;2Þð2ÞþFð1;2Þð12Þ
þF01iþ½ð1$2Þ
½2a2Bincð1ÞBincð2ÞhFðt;1Þð1ÞþFðt;2Þð2Þ
þFð1;2Þð12ÞþF02i; (2)
where BincðÞ ¼
R
0:7
0:7 Bincð;Þd. The last term
in Eq. (2) is constructed by mixing the trigger particle with
two different inclusive events to remove the uncorrelated
part in the first two terms, and
F0 ¼ 2vðtÞ2 vð1Þ2 vð2Þ4 cosð21  42Þ
þ 2vðtÞ2 vð2Þ2 vð1Þ4 cosð41  22Þ
þ 2vð1Þ2 vð2Þ2 vðtÞ4 cosð21 þ 22Þ: (3)
The flow terms [16] in h. . .i are added in because they are
lost in the event-mixing; their averages are taken within
j1;2j< 0:7. The superscripts represent the v2 and v4 for
trigger and associated particles. To increase statistics, we
mix each trigger particle with ten different inclusive
events.
The second background (B2) is constructed by mixing a
trigger particle with associated particle pairs from inclu-
sive events thereby preserving all correlations between the
two associated particles (denoted by ) [16]:
B2 ¼ a2b½Bincð1Þ  Bincð2ÞhFðt;1Þð1Þ
þ Fðt;2Þð2Þ þ F0  1i: (4)
The factor a2b scales the number of associated hadron
pairs in the inclusive event to that in the background
underlying the triggered event: b ¼ ðhNðN  1Þi=
hNi2Þbkgd=ðhNðN  1Þi=hNi2Þinc, where N denotes the as-
sociated hadron multiplicity [16]. If the associated hadron
multiplicity distributions in both the inclusive event and
the background are Poissonian, or deviate from it equally,
then b ¼ 1. We obtain b as follows. We scale the correlated
hadron distribution such that there would be no ridge in
1:0< jj< 1:8, and this gives a new value for a. We
repeat our analysis with this new a, and obtain b by
requiring the average correlated hadron pair density in
1:0< j1;2j< 1:8 be zero. We use the obtained b with
the default ZYA1 a to obtain the final three-particle co-
incidence signal. The assumption in this procedure is
½hNðN  1Þi=hNi2bkgd ¼ ½hNðN  1Þi=hNi2bkgdþridge;
(5)
and is reasonable gauged from multiplicity distributions of
inclusive and triggered events. The background-subtracted
correlated pair density is corrected for three-particle
- acceptance, which is obtained from event-mixing
of a trigger particle with associated particles from two
different inclusive events. We use ten pairs of inclusive
events for each trigger particle in the mixing.
The main sources of systematic uncertainty in our re-
sults are those in a, b, and v2. These uncertainties are
mostly correlated, and, therefore have an insignificant
effect on the shapes of our correlated density distributions.
The a and b values for 0%–12% Auþ Au collisions are
0:9986þ0:00200:0006ðsystÞ and 0:99982þ0:000 020:000 05ðsystÞ, respectively.
The uncertainty on a is estimated by using the normaliza-
tion ranges of 0:9< < 1:1 and 0:7< < 1:3. That
on b is estimated by using the normalization ranges of
1:2< jj< 1:8 and 0:6< jj< 1:2. We note that the
ridge is defined under the assumption of ZYA1 in , by
 (radians)φ∆
-1 0 1 2 3 4 5
φ∆
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tri
g
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N
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〈
FIG. 1. Correlated hadron distribution in (a) (jj< 1), and
(b)  (jj< 0:7) with a high-p? trigger particle in 0%–12%
Auþ Au collisions for 3< pðtÞ? < 10 GeV=c and 1< pðaÞ? <
3 GeV=c. The ZYA1-normalized flow background is shown in
(a) by the curve. The  distributions in (b) are background
subtracted and corrected for  acceptance, and are for like- and
unlike-sign pairs separately. The curves in (b) are Gaussian fits.
Errors are statistical.
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the factor a. Deviations of a from this assumption are not
included in our systematic uncertainties. Such deviations
(e.g. three-particle ZYAM [13]) do not introduce signifi-
cant change to the shape of the ridge.
The v2 systematic range used in our analysis is given by
those from the modified reaction plane and four-particle
cumulant methods [1] and their average is used as our
nominal v2. The uncertainty in v4 is estimated by varying
the v4 by 20%. An additional systematic uncertainty
arises from possible correlation of the ridge with the reac-
tion plane which is not included in Eq. (2). The estimated
uncertainty from this source and that from v2 and v4 are
added in quadrature and referred to generally as flow
uncertainty.
Figures 2(a)–2(c) show the background-subtracted and
- acceptance corrected charge-independent (re-
ferred to as AAT) correlated hadron pair density (P^) for
minimum bias dþ Au, 40%–80% and 0%–12% Auþ Au
collisions, respectively. The dþ Au and 40%–80% Auþ
Au results show a peak at ð1;2Þ  ð0; 0Þ, consistent
with jet fragmentation in vacuum. A similar peak is also
contained within 0%–12% Auþ Au collisions, but it is
atop an overall pedestal. This pedestal is composed of the
ridge particle pairs, and does not seem to have other
structures in (1, 2). To see this quantitatively,
Fig. 3(a) shows the average hP^i for AAT as a function of
R ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
21 þ22
q
. The average density is peaked at R
0 and decreases with R for all systems. For dþ Au and
40%–80% Auþ Au collisions the average density at R>
1 is consistent with zero, indicating no ridge contribution.
On the other hand, in 0%–12% Auþ Au collisions, the
average density drops more slowly and becomes approxi-
mately constant above R> 1, indicating the presence of
the ridge.
Jet fragmentation has a charge ordering property, as
shown at j  j 0 in Fig. 1(b). The probability to frag-
ment into three same-sign hadrons at our energy scale is
small [17,18]. We analyze our data with same-sign triplets
(AAT) and with a same-sign associated pair and an
opposite-sign trigger particle (AAT). Figure. 3(b)
shows the AAT results in dþ Au and 40%–80%Auþ
Au. Indeed, the AAT signals are small indicating small
jetlike contributions. Also shown are AAT and
AAT in 0%–12% Auþ Au collisions. No jetlike con-
tribution is apparent in AAT. The contribution from
other charge combinations, namely AAT, are simply
the difference between AAT in Fig. 3(a) and (AAT þ
AAT) in Fig. 3(b). We found this to be equal to twice
the AAT contribution within errors.
The ridge is similar for like- and unlike-sign trigger-
associated pairs at jj> 0:7 as shown in Fig. 1(b); thus,
we expect the ridge contributions in the correlated pair
density to be the same in all charge combinations. We
verified this for large  correlated pair densities within
our current statistics, as can be seen from Fig. 3(b).
Therefore, 4 times AAT contains the total ridge parti-
cle pair density (P^rr). The remaining signal (AAT  4
AAT, where systematic uncertainties are correlated)
contain the total jetlike pairs (P^jj). Figure. 4(a) shows the R
dependence of the average ridge and jetlike signals. The
systematic uncertainties due to possible contamination of
jet-jet pairs in AAT [see the dþ Au data in Fig. 3(b)]
are not shown, but included in the quoted uncertainties in
the fitted ’s below.
Both the jetlike and ridge signals should contain cross
pairs of a jetlike and a ridge particle (P^jr), larger in the
former because of the larger unlike-sign contribution
[see Fig. 1(b)]. We average the jetlike pair densities in
j1ðor 2Þj< 0:7 and j2ðor 1Þj> 0:7 region and ob-
tain 0:004 0:025, the upper estimate of hP^jri=2. The
correlated jet-jet and ridge-ridge pairs,
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
hP^jjihP^rri
q
¼ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffið0:077  0:026Þ  ð0:114  0:039Þp ¼ 0:094  0:023,
where the averages are taken with j1;2j< 0:7 and
j1;2j> 0:7, respectively. The comparison between
hP^jri and
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
hP^jjihP^rri
q
(whose systematic uncertainties are
strongly correlated) suggests that the production of the
ridge and the jetlike particles may be uncorrelated.
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Because hP^jri  0, the ridge and jetlike signals shown in
Fig. 4(a) are essentially hP^rri and hP^jji. The ridge pair
density hP^rri is consistent with a constant 0:15
0:02ðstatÞ  0:03ðsystÞ (2=ndf ¼ 6:2=7). Gaussian fits in-
dicate a best fit value  ¼ 2:30þ1:210:01ðsystÞ (2=ndf ¼
5:1=6), and> 1:48þ0:330:06ðsystÞwith 84% confidence level.
On the other hand, the jet pair density is narrow with a
Gaussian  ¼ 0:33þ0:090:07ðstatÞþ0:010:02ðsystÞ ð2=ndf ¼ 1:1=6Þ,
comparing well to those from the correlated single hadron
density.
In order to investigate possible structures in the ridge,
we show in Fig. 4(b) the average ridge particle pair density
as a function of  ¼ arctanð2=1Þ within R< 1:4.
The data are consistent with a uniform distribution in 
(2=ndf ¼ 1:8=7). This suggests that the ridge particles
are uncorrelated in  not only with the trigger particle
but also between themselves. In other words, the ridge
appears to be uniform in  event by event.
Our data qualitatively distinguish between some of the
ridge models. (i) Longitudinal flow [3] would push corre-
lated particles in one direction yielding a diagonal excess
in -, disfavored by the present data. (ii) Turbulent
color fields [4] would generate a broad ridge in , which
may however still be too narrow to reconcile with the width
of our ridge pair density distribution. (iii) Recombination
between thermal and shower partons [5] should produce
horizontal and vertical stripes in correlated pair density
distribution which is disfavored by the data, and it does not
have a mechanism for long range correlations. (iv) The
momentum kick model incorporates a broad ridge as input,
but it should produce a much larger ridge on the away-side
than on the near-side which is not supported by data [19],
and also may not describe other data such as the reaction
plane dependence of the ridge in di-hadron correlations
[20]. (v) QCD bremsstrahlung [7,8] or color flux tube
fluctuations [9–11] would yield a structureless pair density
[10] for the ridge as observed in our data; however, the
correlations between jetlike particles and ridge, as ex-
pected from these models, are not observed with our
present sensitivity. Clearly, more quantitative model cal-
culations are needed to compare to the data reported here
and elsewhere [1,2,20] to further our understanding of the
ridge.
In summary, we have presented the first three-particle
coincidence measurement in - in minimum bias
dþ Au, 40%–80% and 0%–12% Auþ Au collisions atffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
sNN
p ¼ 200 GeV. The p? ranges are 3<pðtÞ? <
10 GeV=c for the trigger particle and 1< pðaÞ? <
3 GeV=c for both associated particles. A correlated hadron
pair density peak at ð1;2Þ  ð0; 0Þ, characteristic of
jet fragmentation, is observed in all systems. This peak sits
atop a broad pedestal in 0%–12% Auþ Au collisions,
which is composed of particle pairs from the ridge. We
have exploited the charge ordering properties to separate
the jetlike and ridge components. We found that same-sign
associated pairs correlated with a same-sign trigger particle
are dominated by the ridge. While the jetlike particle pair
density is narrowly confined, the ridge is broadly distrib-
uted and is approximately uniform in. A Gaussian fit in
R to the average correlated pair density of the ridge yields
> 1:48 with 84% confidence level. Unlike the correla-
tion between particles in  0, the particles from the
ridge appear to be uncorrelated in  not only with the
trigger particle, but also between themselves; they are
uniform in our measured  range event by event. No
correlation is found between production of the ridge and
production of the jetlike particles, suggesting the ridge may
be formed from the bulk medium itself.
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